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The LIFE TAKER is inspired by actual
events! From the dankest extremes of
deaths rigors comes a foreboding contagion
that has the capacity to pick at the innards
of humanity in a way that leaves a fearful
coldness where only moments before ran
the warm vibrancy of life. This sheer
detestation
for
life
eclipses
the
ever-darkening shadows cast by the
overhanging trees that are growing from
the looming hillsides and jutting outward
over the roadway. Those flickering
shadows reflect upon one of those rare
earthly inhabitants that take the gross
disregard for human life a notch up the
ladder, and to the point that elation and
euphoria accompany the odiferous stench
of an early death meted out so effortlessly.
Unexpectedly, the screeching sound of
rusty brakes awakens Kara and her eyes
burst widely open. That same noise causes
Susan to stand as though frozen stiff, for
her insides have momentarily turned icy
cold. In her heart she believes that Hell has
arrived! The chill that grips the backs of
the womens necks has replaced the warmth
of the dayTHE LIFE TAKER is here! They
can feel the clammy presence of a
despicable evil that is undeserving of
existencehe is here! For them life has been
a joy for far too short a time without him,
and now he has returned to claim what he
believes is his rightful chattel. They truly
believe that Parke is here to retrieve his
runaway wife. However, that is not wholly
correct. He is here for reprisal. He is here
to kill someoneanyone. Now you get a
hold on yourself. Susan, you must stand up
to him! You must stand firm, commands a
trembling Kara. Good God, you cant let
him see fear! Wilting into a nearby chair,
Susan despondently replies, You just dont
know him anymore. He feeds on fear. He is
absolutely plain mean. In actual fact, he is
an infection of the foulest sort that has
gone terribly wrong. THE LIFE TAKER is
the most despicable evil of the abhorrent
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insane, for he is a serial killer hiding
behind the facade of a good and normal
family. Angrily he tells his mother, You
appear to having a bad moment at a good
time. ... And God wants me to assure you
that you are going to have a lot more of
them. Oh yes you are. Only the forlorn
wail of Karas final agonizing howl is
sufficient to release the disbelieving Susan
from her fear-frozen stare. No matter how
long she lives, she will never get the smell
of Karas smoldering flesh to vacate her
senses. **** Only his victims know the
extent of his insatiable cruelty. Only God
knows the reason his insanity driven and
soulless heart continues to beat. With a
quick rev of the engine, THE LIFE
TAKER watches in amusement as the head
of the Police Officer pulls loose from the
body. For a moment he laughs insanely at
the sight, and then he begins to make sick
jokes that would plainly appeal only to an
incompetent person. Hey Officer, which
way are youHEADING? I have to believe
that you are in a job where you simply
cantGET A HEAD. **** The science
fiction portions are not trueyet. This novel
is a compilation of true stories that are
enticingly woven to make a fascinating tale
of suspense and horror. Before the movie
is made, you can know the entire story of
THE LIFE TAKER!
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